Leo - 2011
General :HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer predicts the Year of 2011 for Leo zodiac sign born will be very
exciting. There is seen to be improvement in love as well as progress in your career in this year 2011.
But at the same time be ready for bit of problems or confusion with your financial as well as business
matter, Leo sun sign born need to focus on these set of things. The New Year 2011 is also very
significant as you can move around faster while achieving the best in your life. Use this period to
explore the inner reaches of creativity and think twice while taking any major decision. HOROSCOPE
SOLUTIONS Astrologer says Leo zodiac sign born are admired by one and all due to their reliable
and trustworthy behavior. Your unique thoughts would give you fresh ideas and help your progress
but you might face unnecessary delay for executing the plan during some phases of the year 2011.
Your noble characters dynamism and confidence will power your work easily to handle the situations.
But sometimes Leo sun sign born can act a little demanding and persuasive too.
Love and Relationships :HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer predicts this year of 2011 will be good for Love & Marriage
prospects. For short term love and romance, this will also be a very good year for Leo zodiac sign
born. Times of happiness and good tidings are here again throughout the year 2011. Your long
awaited meeting with your partner will be fulfilled during the month of February to March 2011 and you
will have to keep your promise even after a tight schedule to save love life. By large, your family and
marital life will be peaceful. Relations between the children and parents will be full of love and
cordiality. Your Magnetic personality would give you happiness and would attract new partner.
HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer says the company of your partner will give immense joy and
better to use the opportunity to share each others company to bring joy. At romantic front Leo sun
sign born could face some problem especially during the month of August to September 2011
therefore time to keep on nurturing loving relationship. Those succeed in trying to be a realist in the
affair would highly benefit. HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer advices - Remember don’t neglect
your home and love life in the euphoria of success. The success of love life much depends on
spending valuable time with each other company and makes him/her your partner in your spiritual
progress also. Those Leo zodiac sign born who trying to bathe in the sea of love for the first time will
have to work patiently to get positive results. The month of September to October 2011 will be good
prospect from marriage point of view.

Work/Profession, Career/Business :For Leo sun sign born the year of 2011 will be bit tough and hard efforts for success would be
required. Some easy go situations would also be there at work front. Cooperation and growth in
working relations are key factors and your innovating things would give you recognition.
HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer predicts that during the month of January 2011 there are
indications that you are likely to be entrusted with an important responsibility and timely help by your
colleagues at work would enable to pass your difficult times without any problem. Financially this is
going to be a mixed year for the Leo zodiac sign born. During the month of April to July 2011
HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer advices to be careful about the invested money in share
market, there might be some loss. Investments may run into trouble during this time of the year 2011.
Leo sun sign born should try to use some helpful remedies for improvement on financial as well as on
career/business front. During the month August 2011 the mounting investment will certainly fetch
some profits. HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer advices second half of the year will be best
suited for making long term investment in immovable assets. Leo zodiac sign born long awaited
promotion might not occur immediately but there would be chance during the month of September
2011. Be patient and have the best of your job in the middle part of the year. Risky ventures and
projects may not yield you any big results but persistent efforts would sure bring in gains in future
periods. Leo sun sign born would need to shift the foundation of thinking and practice to find new

ground. The Month of July to September 2011 would be extremely good for Job seekers. Leo zodiac
sign born will actually be able to leave the past behind and influence others for Future success. There
will be opportunities whether you are in business or in some jobs to show your leadership abilities.
HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer advices: Leo sun sign born should learn from past experience
to ensure future accomplishment. You would be very encouraging and productive during the last
quarter of the year 2011. There might be some minor problems that might crop up at workplace but
that
would
get
solved
on
their
own.

Family and social Life :For Leo 2011 brings you good news for your family affair. Social and personal life would bring
satisfactory results for you. Leo zodiac sign born will embark on a serious pursuit of spiritual
development. During the month of April to August 2011 it is also possible that you may undertake
some special occasion at your home. You will have a wonderful time while mingling with friends and
colleagues. Your fame and respect would be on the rise this year 2011. Leo sun sign born friends and
well-wishers would be of great help and support. Leo zodiac sign natives will also enjoy their
interactions within their social life.

Health :HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer predicts that in the year 2011 Leo sun sign born would have
some good and some not so good periods. There would be some health concerns which need to be
kept in check and would get over with proper exercise regime. The overall planetary positions for this
year 2011 indicate towards a positive and wonderful health for the Leo natives through the most part
of the year. During the month of July to September 2011 Leo zodiac sign born could face some minor
health problems related to chest, eye, Stomach but it would be only for a short period of time so
HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer advices to take care of your health during these times. The
astrologer also advices to make changes in your lifestyle in order to keep the health related issues
permanently at bay. Leo zodiac sign born should stick to general health tips and by this you'll be in
good health. It will help you in increasing your body stamina and reduce the chances for getting ill.
Change of lifestyle will have positive effect on health. Leo sun sign born should be part of gyms as
well as yoga may help you to keep all kinds of allergies a bay.
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